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Corrections are found to the mobility of a small (10- 6 em) Brownian particle, which arise close to 
the liquid-gas critical point, and which are associated with the increase in the compressibility of the 
liquid for a given viscosity. It is shown that the account of Brownian motion of a particle decreases 
the mobility under the action of a constant force; this decrease increases with increase in the com
pressibility. The characteristic times of the Brownian motion. are also investigated with account of 
heat conduction in the liquid. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN experiments on the study of diffusion and Brownian 
motion, a slowing of these processes was observed near 
the critical pointP•2J M. Leontovich C3 J showed that the 
slowing of diffusion takes place as the result of a de
crease in the thermodynamic quantity ( aiJI ac !T, V for 
the case of unchanged mobility of the individual parti
cle. Giterman and Gertsenshtel'n [4 J investigated the 
Brownian motion was in the neighborhood of the critical 
point of a liquid; it was found that the coefficient of 
Brownian diffusion D does not depend on the compres
sibility but is determined by the usual formula 

D = kT /6rtT]a = bkT, (1.1) 

where a is the dimension of the particle, 7) the ordi
nary (shear) viscosity, b the mobility of the particle. 
According to these authors,C4 J the increase in the com
pressibility near the critical point leads only to a de
crease in the characteristic times of Brownian motion. 

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem C5 •3 J reduces the 
problem of Brownian motion to the problem of finding 
the resistance force for the motion of a particle with 
velocity U- 0. In view of the complexity of determina
tion of this quantity from the microscopic properties of 
the system, use is made of the phenomenological equa
tions of motion-the equations of hydrodynamics, The 
usual scheme of calculation, used, for example, inC4 J 
(see also Sec. 2), linearizes the nonlinear hydrodynamic 
equations and the mobility of the particle is found in the 
linear approximation. 

We note the formulation of the fluctuation-dissipa
tion theorem C5 J uses the mobility of a real particle, 
i.e., a particle in thermal equilibrium with the liquid 
and therefore undergoing Brownian motion. In the 
linear approximation, the resistive force in the given 
motion does not depend on the Brownian motion of the 
particle. However, there is an interference effect be
tween the given motion and the Brownian motion in the 
nonlinear equations. The aim of the present work is 
the calculation of the mobility with account of this ef
fect. Here we shall assume that the interference effect 
is small and shall find the correction to the mobility in 
first approximation. 

As is shown below, the correction increases like 
kTciPoa3CT as CT = (aplap)T- 0. From the results 
of the research it follows that the mobility of the parti-

cle decreases upon approach to the critical point. For 
particles of a given dimension, the degree of closeness 
to the critical point is found for which this decrease 
becomes appreciable. Because of the rapid growth of 
the correction near the critical point, our formulas 
lose their applicability when the charge of the mobility 
becomes large. 

2. CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCIES OF BROWNIAN 
MOTION AND THE GENERALIZED SUSCEPTIBILITY 

We shall assume that the equations of hydrodynamics 
of a viscous compressible liquid are applicable for the 
description of Brownian motion. Neglecting terms that 
are small in terms of the Reynolds number, we write 
down the linearized set of hydrodynamic equations in 
the form 

po &VI &t = -grad P +'A grad div V- T] rot rot V, (2.1) 

&pI fft +Po div V = 0, (2.2) 

lJP = ( ~: ) 8 6p + ( :~ )P 6S = Cs'lJp + alJS, (2.3) 

lJT= ( ~: )s 6p+(:; \ 6S= fl6p+y.SS, (2.4) 

poTo&S I fJt = x'\PT. (2.5) 

The characteristics of Brownian motion for the 
linearized hydrodynamic equations, close to the critical 
point and without account of the equation of thermal 
conduction (2. 5), are found in [ 4 J. It is shown there that 
there exist two characteristic frequencies Wo and w1: 

Wo =- ipo (!!__) ' Wt =- .!!:__, (2.6) 
'A &p "' poa• 

where A. = (%) TJ + {;. We consider the case wol w1 » 1, 
i.e., a 2 « p~(aPI ap)wiA.2 • 

Let us consider the effect of thermal conduction on 
the motion of a Brownian particle. First of all, we note 
that one can neglect the term Poav I at in Eq. (2.1) in 
comparison with the remaining terms. Actually, we 
transform to the temporal Fourier harmonics and ob
tain the relation 

I (po&VIot).,J p0Uwa w2a• 
J(gradP).,J ~-p-~ Cs•. (2.7) 

Thus the term ( p0 aV I a-r) w in the region of frequencies 
~w0 is small in terms of the parameter {3 = w~l w~ and 
we get in place of (2.1) 

-gradP +'A grad div V- T] rotrotV = 0. (2.1 ') 
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It follows from (2.1 ') that 

-P +·AdivYd = r, (2.8) 

where curl Vd = 0, r is some harmonic function. By 
using (2.8), we transform the system (2.1')-(2.5) to the 
form 

f 
-rotrotVr = --gradr, 

T] 

( p )-1 
divYd=-(f+aS) C82 ;,~.-A , 

V2S+ k2S= 0, 

where div Vr = 0 and 

iwpoTo { Po ( Po )-1}-t k2 = -- y- fl-.-a Cs2 -.--A . 
X !W !W 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

In particular, let us consider the case of a large 
thermal conductivity of the Brownian particle. In this 
case, it is necessary to require the satisfaction of the 
boundary conditions 

Tlr=• =To= const, 
Vlr=a = U.,, Vlr=oo = 0. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Omitting the simple calculations, we write out the 
solution of the system in the form 

1 1 r "dx 
Vd =--A· · {N22 ~ xdx-No1 ~-} 

3 Cs'Policil- A a 00 X 2 

1 ;.c {N22 f x2dxh1(kx)-N01 ~ dxh1 (kx)}, (2.15) 
3 Cs'po !{J)- A a 00 

where 
c=eA, 

A{ a2 -i" 4} Vr=- N.2 ---+-Go2 
2T] 3 3 , 

llPo [. ( Po ) J-1 

e = a2h,(ka) !W Cs' im -A y- Pofla ' 

{ 1 ( Po )-t f dx A=-Cs'-:--A J-
3 1w oo x2 

1 ( Po )-'? 2 t}-1 +-3ea Cs'-:--1. J dxh1 (kx) +-- , 
!W oo 3 T)a 

No1 = U.,, Go"= r 1U.,, 

N22 = ~[U.,- 3n(nU.,)], h1(z)=- z:. i eiz, 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

From (2.15) and (2.16), we find the resistive force: 

(2.18) 

Using (2.18) and thermodynamic identities (seeC 5J), we 
find the generalized susceptibility 

f[ iWT] B 1] a(w)=--- 1+ +---
6nT]aiw 2(iwA-poCs') 2 1-ika ' 

where 
B= tWT)af.lpo 

y(iwA- poCs') (iwl.- poCT2) ' 

k2 = iwpoTo(Cs'po- iwA) 
xy(CT2Po- iwA) • 

For ka >> 1, we have, from (2.19), 

a(w)= ___ 1_. (1+ f imT] ) 
6t~T)atw 2 iwA- poCs' ' 

while for ka « 1, 

a(w)= ___ 1_. (t + 1 imT] ) 
6nT)a!w 2 iwA- poCT2 • 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

In the region of extremely low frequencies (for the 
zeroth harmonic) the condition of isothermal behavior 
is satisfied, inasmuch as K f 0 near the critical point. 
In the frequency range w ~ CrPol.\, the isothermal 
condition has the form 

(2.24) 

where Cy is the heat capacity at constant volume. 
To find the correction to the mobility of the Brown

ian particle, we need the solution of the hydrodynamic 
equations at zero frequency and in the frequency region 
w ~ C~Po/A. In the first case, the isothermal condition 
is always satisfied; therefore' c~ I w= 0 = CT. In the 
second case, by ( ap I ap )w we imply Cr if the in
equality (2.24) is satisfied, and Cs in the opposite case. 

3. CORRECTIONS TO THE MOBILITY OF THE 
BROWNIAN PARTICLE 

Near the critical point {3 = w~/ w~ « 1 for 
a« PoCs/.\. Moreover, it can be shown that the princi
pal contribution to the mobility correction is made by 
Brownian motion with frequencies w ~ w0 , while for 
w » wo the size of the contribution connected with 
Brownian motion at frequency w falls off as 1/ w2 • 

Discarding terms that are small in {3, in the approxi
mation {3 « 1 we write out the set of hydrodynamic 
equations in the form 

-grad P +'A graddivV -I'] rot rot V = 0, 

up I iJt + div (pV) = o, 
P-Po = C.,2 (,p -po); 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here Po and Po are the equilibrium density and the 
pressure in the liquid, respectively. 

The velocity field V must satisfy the boundary con
ditions 

Vlr=a = U, Vlr=oo = 0. 

Here U is the velocity of a sphere of radius a: 

U= Uo+U..,, 

where U0 = const is the constant velocity and Uq, is 
the Brownian velocity of the sphere: 

U..,(t)= ~ dwU.,e-imt. 

In the linear approximation we have in place of (3.2), 

up1 I iJt + podivVt = 0. (3.4) 

In this approximation we get for the temporal Fourier 
components of the velocity and density: 

here 

Vot=Uo(t- 3a -~)+n(Uon)( 3a3
- 3a) 

4r 4r3 4r3 4r ' 

3 TJ a 
Pot= -2 CT2 7=2(Uon), 

V -u [ 1 _3(1+k) a 1-k a•] 
mt- 0 2(2+k) r +2(2+k)-;<. 

(u [ 3(1- k) a3 3(1- k) a ] 
+n .,n) 2(2+k) r3 2(2+k) 7 ' 

Po 3k a 
Pc.~t = iw 2 + k -;:i(U.,n); 

k = k22 I kt2, 

k1' = iwpo ' k22 
T] C.,2-iwA/p0 • 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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In our approximation, the contributions of the 
Brownian oscillations with different frequencies to the 
mobility correction are additive; therefore, averaging 
over the polarizations of the Brownian motion reduces 
to the substitution 

For the second approximation, we have 

iropwz -po div V ro2 = div(Pot V rol + ProtYot), 
podivVro= -div(pw!V-w! + P-w!Vwi). 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

The boundary conditions for V 2 are zero both on the 
sphere and at infinity. In (3.13), we carry out averaging 
over the polarizations. The solution in this approxima
tion has the form 

- i"U:T 2 3m [ 1 a2 

Voz=~2+m 2-t-k--;:i 
1-k ~-~Jn (3.14) 

3(2-t-k) r5 3r2 ' 

- IUrol 2 3m A [ 1 a2 1-k a'] 
pro=----;;;;- 2-t-m CT' 2-t-ki='-2-t-k-;:a' (3·15) 

Ywz = {Uw(Uon) + Uo(Uron)}ft(r) +n(Uon) (U,n)/2(r) 
-+- n(UoUw)f>(r), 

IJooz = (Uon) (li.,n)<pt(r) + (UoUoo)<pz(r), 
where m = k* 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

3 'fiC.,2kz2 [ 1- k a• 3(k2 + 10k + 9) a3 

/i(r) = 8 ro 2poCT2 2+ k r'- 2(2 + k) (3 + 2k) r' 

3(5-t-3k) a2 11k2 -t-25k-t-24 a] 
+ 2(2-t-k) r2- 2(2-t-k)(3-t-2k) r2 

9 iC.,2k22 k [ a• 7 k + 9 a3 5a2 13k + 24 a J 
+-s---;;;a--2-t-k 3r'- 2(3-t-2k) r' _j_2r2- 6(2k-t-3) -;:a 

3 'fiC.,2k22 [ 5(1- k) a• 27(k2 + 10k + 9) a3 

fz(r)=--zhlzpoCT2 2(2+kJ~5- 8(2-t-k)(3-t-2Jc) r 
3(5 + 3k) a2 77k2 + 166k + 177 a J ' 

+ 2 + k r2 8(2 + k)(3 + 2k) r2 

9 iC.,2k22 k [a' 5(7k + 9) a3 -l- 5a2 _ 13k + 27 a] 
-4--;;;-;--(2-t-k) --;:; 4(3-t-2k) r' r2 4(3-t-2k) ~ 

9 'f1Coo2kz2 [ k2 + 10k + 9 a3 

f,(r)=-8 ro'poCT2 2(2-t-k)(3-t-2k)-;;: 

3 + k a' 3k2 + 8k + 9 a J 
-2-t-kfJ+ 2(2-t-k)(3-t-2k) r2 

9 iC.,2k22 k [ 7k-t-9 a3 :la2 5k-t-9 a J 
_S_ro_3_2+k 2(3-t-2k) ;.--;::;-+2(3-t-2k) ---;2' 

__ 9 i'fiC.,2kz2 f 1 - k ~- _ 5 + 3k ~ 11k' + 25k + 24 ~ \ 
'l't(r)- 4 ro'CT' l2-t-k r6 2-t-k r' + 2(2-t-k)(:J-t-2k) r2 J 

9 i'fl [ 1 - k a• 5 + 3k a2 2a J 
+4 roCT 2 2-t-k ~-z-:tk--;:4+-;:a 
9 C.,2p0kz2 _k_ [ a• _ ~ 13k + 24 : J 

+4 ro' 2-t-k ~ r' + 2(3-t-2k) ,-

9 Po k [ a' 5a2 2a J 
-2~2+k 2r"- 2r'+-;:s ' 

3 i'fiC.,'kz'f 1-k a' 3(1-k) a2 11k2 -t-25k-t-24 :,] 
'l'z(r)=-4 w3CT2 I_ 2-t-k -;:a+--z::t,:k--;:4- 2(2-t-k)(3-t-2k) ,-

3 iYI [ 1-k a' 3(1-t-k) a2 2a] 
+4 wCT2 2-t-k ~+z-:tk--;:4--;:3 
3 C.,2pokz2 k [ a' 3a2 . 13k + 24 a J 

+4-(-•l'-2-t-k ~+7- 2(3-t-2k)-;:.;-

_ _!)_ ~ _lc__ [~ 3a2 _ 4a J 
4 w2 2 + k r6 + r' r2 • 

Finally, in the third approximation, the equation of 
continuity is described in the following way: 

Po div V 03 = -div ( PotY 02 + poz V 01 + Pwl V -ooz 
-t- PwzV -wl + P-w!V oo2 + P-oozV .,!) . 

(3.18) 

We average the right-hand side of (3.18) over the 
polarizations of the Brownian motion. By finding the 
solution of (3.18) consistent with (3.1) and (3.3) for zero 
boundary conditions, and substituting it in the expres
sion for the resistive force in terms of the stress 
tensor, we obtain 

~ I 

F3 =-3n'fla~ )ardzP1 (z)divVoa. (3.19) 
a -! 

In accord with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 

-- kT 
IUiool'=~wa"(w), (3.20) 

tl 
where 0! ( w) in the first nonvanishing approximation is 
determined by Eq. (2.22) or (2.23). As a result of sim
ple but tedious calculations, we obtain 

where 

~ 

Fs= ~ G(w)IU(w)I 2 Uodro, 
0 

_ e{nC.,2'flk22 3k(1002 + 983k- 534m- 356km) 
G-R a'w' 560(2-t-k)(2-t-m)(3-t-2k) 

tl'fl 3k(167 -125m) 

a2w2 280(2 + k) (2 + m) 

(3.21) 

tti'fi 2C.,2kz' 3(1008 + 435k2 + 456k2m + 948km + 537k +398m) 
+ w3a2p0CT2 560(2+ k) (2 + m) (3 + 21c) . 

tti'fl2 9(26-t-5k-t-17m-8km) tti'fl2 9m(2-t-5k) 
wa2poCT2 140 (2 + k) (2 + m) + wa2poCT2 70(2 + m) (2 + k) 

tti'fiA 6m(4-t-5k) } 
+ wa'poCT' 35(2-t-k)(Z-t-m) · (3.22) 

The integral over the frequencies in (3.21) can be 
computed by closing the contour of integration in the 
upper half plane, with the aid of the theorem of resi
dues. The result of the integration has the form 

F _ 'fi 2U0kT ( ~) ·----! -
CT2Poa' 'fl ' 

(3.23) 

where f ( x) is a positive bilinear function; for TJ = !; , 
f(x) = 0,2. (3. 24) 

Assuming that CT « c~, !; ""' T), we get for the re
sistive force 

(3.25) 

Here T)0 , so are the viscosities at w = 0; TJw, sw are 
the same for w f 0. For sw >> TJw the resistive force 
has the form 

F3 = UokT'flo ['flo 0,02 + ~o.oos] . (3, 26) 
a2poCT2 'flro ~"' 

Finally, with account of the corrections computed by 
us, we find the mobility at zero frequency: 

b(w)lw~o=f6n'fla[t+ kT t(.£\1]\1-'. 
' 2nC T 2poa3 t] 

(3.27) 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

The retardation of the diffusion of the Brownian 
particles becomes important for ab/b ~ 1, i.e., for 
kTc/Po ~ a3C~f( 1;/TJ). For Po~ 1 g/cm3 , CT 
~ 107 Tcm2/sec2 , a~ 10- 6 em, where T = (T- Tc)/Tc, 
we find Tof ~ 10- 3 • When so/~w ~ 1 it is necessary to 
come to within 10- 2 - 10- 3 deg of Tc ~ 300°K. If, for 
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example, !;0 ~ !:wT-\ then the region is extended to 
0.1-0.01 deg. For particles of size 10-7 em, where 
the hydrodynamic consideration can be only qualitative, 
T ~ 1, the effect of diffusion retardation is seen to be 
very strong over the entire range of temperatures 
T ~ Tc. 

The correction to the mobility can be represented 
as the first nontrivial term in the expansion of the func
tion in the parameter rc ( T )/ r, where rc ( T) is the 
"hydrodynamic" correlation radius. In our case, rc 
<< a. The appearance of a large rc shows the limits 
of the hydrodynamic description of the motion of the 
particle. On the basis of not rigorous but descriptive 
considerations, it can be established that the mobility 
will fall upon increase in rc. The value of the resistive 
force can be represented in the form F ~ I]R, where R 
is the order of magnitude of the distance at which the 
presence of the particle materially changes the flow 
velocity. In the case rc <a, the value of R is deter
mined by the size of the particle a. Near the critical 
point the presence of a sufficiently strong correlation 
leads to an increase in R to rc· Therefore, it can be 
expected that as rc - oo the mobility at zero frequency 
becomes smaller. 

We note that such a result is strongly connected with 

the assumption on the absence of dispersion in the 
compressibility. The presence of such dispersion leads 
to a replacement of the isothermal compressibility by 
the compressibility of the volume of liquid with a char
acteristic dimension of the order of the particle dimen
sion. This case will be considered in more detail in 
the following paper. 
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